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The purpose of this research is to examine the extent

the factors plant age, degree of labor intensity, and

population size of area are related to disemployment in

branch plants through closures and permanent worker

layoffs.

The data were collected from plant disemployment data

sheets provided by the North Carolina Department of

Commerce, Economic Development Division. The time studied

was from January 1978 to March 1985 and included over 700

occurrences of disemployment involving more than 77,000

disemployed workers. After removing any cases of

disemployment which were not from branch manufacturing

plants, the study sample contained 608 cases.

Three general hypotheses were formulated and five

corollary hypotheses were tested for each general

hypothesis through the test comparison of a proportion with

a specified proportion.

The hypothesis testing revealed that regardless of the

age of the plant, the highest proportion of disemployment

will result from plant closures. Secondly, the statistical

test found that labor intensive factories have more

disemployment than capital intensive factories. Third, it



was concluded that there is no major statistical difference

in the percentage of closings and layoffs in higher

populated places, or that population size of area is not

influential in the disemployment rates of labor intensive

factories.
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Chapter One

Introduction

In general "geography" is the study of patterns and

processes in space. Specifically, "industrial geography"

is the study of the spatial aspects of manufacturing

activity (Hoare p.6). In recent years manufacturing

employment in North Carolina has fluctuated greatly. As

can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 1, between the years 1983

and 1984 there was an increase of 56,713 new manufacturing

employees in North Carolina. Although this increase of

56,713 jobs is seven percent higher than the previous

years' employment, this was offset by employment reduction,

or disemployment. From 1983 to 1984, 12,824 people were

disemployed in North Carolina, an increase of eight percent

over the amount of disemployment from the previous year.

Similarly, from the year 1979 to 1980 there was an

augmentation of 6,166 employees. At the same time there

were 7,118 disemployed workers; more disemployed workers

than there were new jobs. Hence, a minimum of 900 people

were out of work.

This study examines the locational instability of a

plant which arises from the plant responding to adverse

economic times by reducing employment. This employment

reduction, or disemployment, can be in the form of
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Table 1

North Carolina

Change in Manufacturing Employment
January 1978 - March 1985

Year Total Percent
Number of Change

Manufacturing from
Employees Previous

Number of

Employees
Disemployed

Year

Percent

Change
from

Previous Year

1978 799,723 N/A 8,062 N/A

1979 829,419 + 3.71 4,264 - 47.11

1980 835,585 + .74 7,118 + 66.93

1981 826,503 - 1.09 9,080 + 27.56

1982 803,875 - 2.77 21,177 + 133.23

1983 788,298 - 1.94 11,853 - 44.03

198A 845,011 + 7.19 12,824 + 8.19

Source: Compiled from North Carolina Co\intv Business
Patterns, 1978 - 1984, and data set North Carolina
Branch Plant Closings and Layoffs, January 1978 through
March 1985.



Figure I
3

Change
in

Employment

(in OOO's)

Manufacturing Employment vs. Disemployment
1978-1985

Year

Source:Compiled by researcher
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forced early retirement, or employment layoffs and plant

closure. According to Employment and Earnings (November

1975, p.l35), layoffs are "suspensions without pay lasting

or expected to last more than seven consecutive calendar

days, initiated by the employer without prejudice to the

worker". In other words, some of the employees are

released from their jobs, while the plant continues

production with a smaller work force. If the plant closes,

all the employees are dismissed from their jobs. The focus

of this research is to examine the extent such factors as

plant age, degree of labor intensity, and population size

are related to disemployment in branch plants through plant

closures and permanent worker layoffs.

Justification

The importance of this study is summarized adequately

by Healey when in his 1982 study of the British

manufacturing industry, he notes that "each closure not

replaced by new jobs involving one thousand redundancies

costs the government some two million pounds a year in

payments, and it costs the nation substantially more each

year in lost output". Additionally, the financial impact

on a community may be severe. Healey, (1982 p.38) attested

"the loss of jobs leads to reduced local spending, and the

fall in local government income makes it more difficult to

provide essential services". Thus, knowledge of plants in
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the high risk or vulnerable categories can assist local

governments in trying to prevent disemployment and save

money.

This research concentrates on companies that have more

than one production facility i.e., "branch" plants. One

reason for studying multiplant firms is the ability for

decision makers to choose which facility they want to close

or layoff. Unlike single plant manufacturing companies

that cease to exist upon closure of the plant, multiplant

corporations can select which facility to disemploy. Often

the decision to cease operation at a branch plant is made

by "decision makers" who have few personal links with the

plant or the community in which the plant is located.

Closure will not necessarily be seen as a business failure,

rather as an opportunity to redeploy assets elsewhere in

the corporate system (Watts and Stafford, 1986, p.207).

Healey (1982, p.38) concluded that "the majority of

employees affected by plant closures work for multi-plant

organizations". He found that in 1972 approximately

three-quarters of the United Kingdom's employees in the

private sector of manufacturing industry worked for

multi-plant enterprises. Likewise, in a study on

Massachusetts industries, from 1969 to 1976, closures by

corporations or conglomerates caused about half of all the

jobs lost (Watts and Stafford, 1986, p.207). In addition,

it is possible that spillovers to independent businesses
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generated by corporate shutdowns added to the number of

closures (Bluestone and Harrison, 1982, p.34).

The importance of branch plants to North Carolina's

economy can be seen in North Carolina Directory of

Manufacturing Firms. An examination of the 1983-1984 issue

reveals North Carolina's ten largest manufacturing firms

have two or more branch plants within the state.

Additionally, the state of North Carolina has the highest

percentage of manufacturing employment of any state in the

nation. As opposed to the national average of 8.2 percent,

in 1984 forty percent of North Carolina's labor force was

employed in manufacturing, with textiles and furniture

construction the leading industries. North Carolina is

also among the leading states in annual industrial growth.

Between 1977 and 1982 the average industrial growth was 62

percent for the southern states while North Carolina was

above the average with industrial growth of 64 percent

(North Carolina County Business Patterns, 1983-1984 and

State and Metropolitan Area Data Book, 1986). The

literature's support of branch plant disemployment along

with the large number of employees in North Carolina who

are potentially affected by branch plant disemployment have

been influential in the choice to limit this study to North

Carolina branch plants.
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Research Problem

The purpose of this research is to examine the extent

to which factors such as plant age, degree of labor

intensity, and population size are related to branch plant

closures and permanent worker layoffs.

Considerable research (Garrett, 1968; Hunker, 1974;

Lonsdale, 1971; Moriarity, 1980; Bergman, 1983; Ziehr,

1984) has been done on factors influencing plant location

and the methods for identifying new locations. Studies by

Fuchs, 1967; Garrett, 1968; Lonsdale and Browning, 1971;

Till, 1974 have examined positive factors, such as labor

and regional structure, and how these factors relate to an

industry's location. Additional research has examined

other aspects which may influence plant location including

taxes and financial inducements (Bridges, 1965; Williams,

1967), and the role of incentives (Bridges, 1965; Due,

1961; Ziehr, 1975). Similarly, in North Carolina, (Chaffee

1981) studied the locational distribution of manufacturing

plants and the importance of specific factors such as

labor, size of the plant, and the area of location on plant

location decisions.

While there has been considerable research on factors

influencing plant location, there have been relatively

fewer studies done on manufacturing disemployment. As

noted by Sant (1975), the majority of empirical studies on

industrial location have dealt with cases of successful.
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surviving enterprises. Watts and Stafford (1986, p.206)

also pointed out that "geographies of employment decline

are relatively new". In addition to the newness of studies

on disemployment, the few available studies examined only

plant closures. Although investigations on plant layoffs

have been done by Feldstein, 1975; Lilien, 1980; and

Harris, 1984), only the research by Ziehr (1984, 1985) has

examined the possible spatial influences on plant layoffs.

Previous research suggests that three attributes are

important in influencing plant closures and layoffs. They

are: 1) the age of the plant (O'Farrell and Crouchley,

1983; Gudgin, 1978; Healey, 1982; Henderson, 1980; Sant,

1975 Ziehr, 1984), 2) the degree of labor intensity of the

plant (o'Farrell and Crouchley, 1983; Robinson, 1981;

Erickson, 1980), and 3) the population size of the area in

which the industry is located (O'Farrell and Crouchley,

1983; and Anderson and Barkley, 1982). Due to data

constraints in previous studies, results have been

inconclusive. Sant (1975), and Townroe (1975), for

example, only analyzed data from migrating plants. Townroe

studied branch plants spread throughout East Anglia, the

North and Greater London, yet each plant had only been in

its new location between four and six years. O'Farrell, in

his 1976 study of industrial closures in Ireland limited

his data to plants which had received government

assistance. Similarly, Henderson (1980) limited research

to individual plants and not multibranch firms.
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At the spatial level, data restraints arose when some

researchers used data for plants located in larger cities

while others confined the study to relatively small areas.

For example. O'Farrell and Crouchley (1983) studied plants

closings in nine Irish planning regions while Gudgin (1974)

limited his study only to Leicestershire and the area

within.

A further limitation characterizing prior studies of

plant closure is that the definition of "closure" itself

has varied from study to study (Smith and Taylor, 1983

p.639). Actual, rates of closure were exaggerated to

include plant transfers in studies by Sant (1975) and

Townroe (1975), since their information was based on the

Record of Openings and Closures (ROC) data. Henderson

(1980), in his analysis of manufacturing plant closures in

Scotland used data from Scottish Manufacturing

Establishments Record (SCOMER), and therefore in some

occasions defined a closure as occurring when employment

fell to levels below eleven people. Although Henderson

attempted to minimize this problem by saying that an

establishment should have at least fifty people employed at

some time in the study to be included as a "genuine"

closure, it still left a problem of "inflated closure

rates" (Smith and Taylor, 1983, p.640). Other data

constraints included research differences in age

classification of plants (Henderson, 1980) and restriction

of the examination to one industrial sector (Healey, 1982).
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The present study seeks to compensate for some of

these problems and shortcomings by analyzing all

disemployment, including closures and layoffs, in the state

of North Carolina. Data include all branch plants

regardless of age, size, number of employees, county

location, or industrial classification. The time period

covered by the study is from January 1978 to March 1985,

and contains over 1300 recorded cases and more than 77,000

disemployed workers.

Previous Research

There are three views regarding the influence of age

on plant disemployment. First, Gudgin (1978), and

Henderson (1980), in their study of manufacturing plants in

Scotland and England respectively, found that regardless of

the type of industry, it was the new (young) plants that

are likely to be more vulnerable to closure. The rationale

is that newer plants tend to be smaller and more vulnerable

to closure during their first years. O'Farrell and

Crouchley (1983) in an examination of Irish manufacturing

plants found that closure rates declined with age.

O'Farrell and Crouchley's results are inconclusive because

they were unable to test the relationship of age to closure

rate for plants older than twenty years.

Second, Sant's (1975) research on manufacturing plants

that changed location in Great Britain, determined that it
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was not the very youngest plants (under five years old),

that had the highest closure rates, but rather the five to

eight year old plants. He found high closure rates begin

to decline at about the eighth year, reaching the low

average of one percent per year by the eighteenth year.

In a third view of the influence of age, Healey,

(1982) found that older manufacturing plants are often

characterized by deteriorating facilities, outdated

technology and inappropriate transportation means. These

negative characteristics of older plants make them less

economical, less efficient, and therefore, act as

deterrents in the plants' ability to continue production at

full scale. O'Farrell's 1985 article contradicts his

previous 1976 and 1983 studies when the 1985 analysis of

employment changes in the stock of manufacturing plants

found that plants older than fifteen years were responsible

for 79 percent of all the job losses. This is compared to

21 percent of lost jobs for factories less than fifteen

years old. Hence, as older manufacturing firms face

adverse financial times, the negative factors became too

great, and the plants are forced to reduce employment with

layoffs or complete closures. Healey (1982), found no

support of the hypothesis that recently established plants

are more prone to closure than mature plants. He found

that his data tended to support Sant's findings in "that

closure rates in the earliest years are relatively
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uncommon, but increase in the later years" (Healey, 1982.

p.47).

The majority of studies which examined the degree of

labor intensity as influential in the rate of closure found

that industries which were considered labor intensive

(greater than or equal to 50 percent of product's total

value coming from labor) were the leading disemploying

industries. O'Farrell and Crouchley (1983), in their study

of Irish manufacturing plants found that textiles and

clothing and footwear; industries that are known for being

labor intensive, displayed high closure rates. A similar

study of industries in Britain between 1965 - 1976 revealed

that the textile, and leather and clothing industries had a

net loss of employment (Robinson, 1981). The rationale is

that employment declined due to cut-backs because of labor

and wage competition from foreign companies. As stated by

Hodge and Whitby (1981, p.ll), "A decrease in the price of

capital goods or the introduction of a new machine which

can increase the output of a man will lead him (the

employer) to employ fewer workers..." Which indicates that

as technology is introduced, and prices of capital goods

decrease, fewer workers will be needed.

As determined by Gudgin (1974) "the major impact of

closures is probably seen in areas with declining

industries. The textile and clothing industries are

prominent examples, and consequently the intermediate

areas, in which these are concentrated, probably have high
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rates of closure". This view on disemployment in labor

intensive industries is contrasted with Henderson (1980)

who found that there was no evidence to support that the

level of capital intensity influences an industry's closure

rate. He believes there simply are more closures in the

labor intensive industries due to inter-industry variations

in profitability.

Similar to conclusions reached by O'Farrell and

Crouchley (1983), Robinson (1981), and Gudgin (1974), North

Carolina has recently experienced considerable economic

pressure from foreign competitors who produce the same

kinds of products, but at much lower labor cost. Many

companies continue to import foreign goods while demand for

United States-made wares has declined due to higher prices

for United States' goods. This reduced demand due to

foreign competition is producing an increased rate of

disemployment ¿imong labor intensive manufacturing plants.

Based on the amount of value added, in 1984

approximately seven out of ten of North Carolina's largest

manufacturing industries with employment over 2,500 could

be classified as labor intensive industries (North Carolina

Directory of Manufacturing. 1983-1984). As stated by Sant

(1975), products that typically are produced in branch

plants are products from industry sectors characterized by

large labor inputs. Consequently, many of North Carolina's

labor intensive industries, especially those which have a
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recent history of disemployment, have experienced a high

percentage of job loss.

Capital intensive industries' investment in the form

of machinery and land are difficult to dispose of quickly.

On the other hand, labor intensive industries do not have

as high a financial commitment in the form of capital as

the capital intensive industries, therefore they can reduce

costs more easily through worker disemployment.

Previous studies on the factors of population size of

the area in which a plant is located have conflicting

conclusions on its significance. Research by O'Farrell

and Crouchley, (1983), Anderson and Barkley (1982), and

O'Farrell, (1976) reveal that the town size was not

important to the rate of disemployment. Conversely, Sant

(1975) found that plants that moved to peripheral areas had

closure rates about 50 percent higher than those that move

to more urbanized regions.

North Carolina is a "small town" state. In 1980 there

were only eight cities in North Carolina with a population

over 50,000. This is consistent with Lonsdale and

Browning's (1971 p.257) observations which stated that the

South "is still a region of largely medium and small-size

towns, rather than large urban centers". They found that

in 1971 approximately half of the South's population was

still classified as "rural" (a place must have 2,500

inhabitants to be classified as "urban" by the Bureau of

the Census). Branch plants move to less populated towns
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hoping to avoid the more expensive costs of larger

metropolitan areas. The less populated areas may have

advantages of cheap labor, lower land costs, ample space,

low cost of living, lower city taxes, and reduced traffic

congestion; but they also have the disadvantages of higher

transportation costs and longer distances to markets. The

cost advantages from locating in a less populated area may

not outweigh the savings resulting from the improved

infrastructure and large markets that major urban areas

offer. Therefore, when faced with difficult financial

times, plants in small towns succumb to economic pressure

and disemploy.

In highly populated places, external economies of

scale including; better transportation systems, large

markets, and increased labor supply are some of the

positive factors that encourage plants located there to

respond to adverse financial times with a smaller

proportion of disemployment than less populated places.



Chapter Two

Methodology and Analysis

The data used in this study consists of North

Carolina manufacturing branch plant closures and permanent

layoffs between January 1978 and March 1985, plus

demographic information describing each disemploying firm.

Reported closings and layoffs are compiled and published

by the North Carolina Department of Commerce, and the

information on the plants investigated in this study was

*
extracted from those lists. Those accounts of closings

and layoffs are taken from newspapers, which is a more

objective system than self-reporting by those firms

themselves. The newspapers are more objective in that if

they hear a rumor of a plant disemploying, they can

investigate and report their findings. An advantage to

gathering the data from newspapers is they are more likely

to cover the branch plants' closings and layoffs,

especially if the plants are nationally known firms. A

disadvantage of using data compiled from these clippings

* I am grateful to Dr. Charles Ziehr, Economic Geographer

at East Carolina University for the use of his data set

compiled from January 1978 to December 198A. Updating of

the data was done by the researcher through Mai^ch 1985.
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is that it limits the list of disemployment to announced

closings and layoffs. It is believed that the majority of

reportings of disemployment are covered by the media and

the missed reportings are minimal in number, therefore the

missed reports will not have any significant impact on the

outcome of the hypotheses. Specific facts recorded for

each announcement consisted of: type of action (closing or

layoff), reason for action (economic conditions, market

decline, etc.), month and year of announcement, number of

employees affected, type of industry (two digit standard

industrial classification [SIC]), and county and town

location of plants.

Additional information about each disemploying

company was gathered from the reference book North

Carolina Directory of Manufacturing Firms, also published

by the North Carolina Department of Commerce. This

information included: type of organization (branch,

single, etc.), year plant was established, nvunber of

employees, and in which state that plant's headquarters

and parent company are located. Supplementary data from

the United States Bureau of the Census were used to find

the industries' average hourly wage rate and value-added

for each of the twenty major industry groups listed in the

North Carolina Directory of Manufacturing Firms.

Through the variable "organization", established in

this study, it was possible to record for each

disemployment annoxmcement the distinct category of
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ownership to which each plant belonged. These

organization types include; 1) non-incorporated single

plant firms, (e.g. Star Milling Company), 2) single plant

corporations (e.g. Overcash Machine Shop Inc.; Statesville

Fixture Corporation), 3) branch plants (e.g. Burlington

Industries, Graham Plant), 4) division (e.g. Hunt

Manufacturing Company, Biefang Paper Division), and 5)

subsidiaries (e.g. International Telephone & Telegraph

Corporation, ITT Continental Baking Company). Plants

failing into the "branch, division, and subsidiary"

categories were considered as branch manufacturing firms

and were separated from the other firms to enable study of

branches as a separate entity. An advantage inherent in

this data set is the opportunity to test hypotheses on a

variety of plants since there are over seven hundred

occurences in the sample and over 77,000 disemployed

workers. However, a limitation is that information

obtained through the North Carolina Directory of

Manufacturing Firms is only available for firms that

volunteer to have their company listed. Companies not

returning the forms to the North Carolina Department of

Commerce, or not returning forms fully completed, may not

be included for a particular year, or may have omissions

in information.
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Data and Methodology

Previous research (O'Farrell and Crouchley, 1983;

Gudgin, 1974; Healey, 1982; Henderson, 1980; Sant, 1975)

suggested that age, degree of labor intensity, and

population size are important in influencing plant

closures and layoffs (see chapter 1). In this study, the

extent to which these three factors influence

disemployment in North Carolina's manufacturing industries

is investigated. To analyze the hypotheses of this study

the proportions of the different variables were compared.

In order to obtain meaningful comparisons of the

proportions, the statistical test comparison of a

proportion with a specified value was utilized.

Significance levels were set at .05 for all hypotheses.

Resulting z-scores indicate whether the proportion and the

specified value deviate at the specified .05 significance

level. The z statistic was chosen as appropriate due to

the fact that the sample size is large. Also, based on

the Central Limit Theorem, the sample will conform to

normal distribution. Additionally, the z-score

standardizes the data and makes it comparable by

equalizing the average range of scores for each variable

(Bryn Greer - Wootten, 1972; Dixon and Massey, 1969;

Hammond and McCullagh, 1978; Yeats, 1974). The test of

comparison of a proportion with a specified value, and the

resulting z-scores, are appropriate statistical measures
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for the type of hypotheses examined in this research.

Specifically, the hypotheses studied in this research

examine dichotomous variables such as old versus young

plants, or labor versus capital intensive industries.

The use of this statistical test is supported by Hammond

and McCullagh in Quantitative Techniques in Geography, an

Introduction when they note that "the binomial test for

differences of proportion is used to compare two sets of

dichotomized data - that is data in which observations are

assigned to one or two mutually exclusive categories"

(1978, p.182).

Details of statistical methodology are presented in

Appendix 1. One-tailed tests were used because the

proportions being compared were hypothesized to deviate in

either a positive or negative direction. The specified

proportion (.5) is used in those hypotheses in which the

comparisons between the two proportions are stated as one

proportion being greater than or less than another

proportion (e.g. There will be more closings than layoffs

in labor intensive industries). When the population

proportion is greater/smaller than 50 percent, it is

concluded that the population proportion is

greater/smaller than the specified proportion. If the

population proportion is hypothesized to be larger than

the specified proportion, the hypothesis will be accepted

if the z-score is within the critical region: z > 1.645

(see Appendix 1). Also, the hypothesis that the
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population proportion is the smaller of the two will be

accepted if the z-score is within the critical region: z <

-1.6A5 (see Appendix 1). Explanations are given in each

hypothesis for any specified proportions used which are

not .5.

In order to prove one proportion is significantly

larger or smaller than the specified proportion two

conditions must be met. The first condition necessary is

that the one-tailed probability must be smaller than the

stated level of significance, .05. The second condition

states that the sign of the z-score must reflect the

hypothesized relationship. Statistical Package for the

Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to process the data for

the statistical procedures.

Each of the factors is examined first as a general

hypothesis (hypotheses 1, 2, and 3) and then further

broken down and examined in corollary hypotheses

(hypotheses lA, IB, etc.).

General Hypothesis 1: Age of plant as a factor

A greater proportion of disenq>loyiiient will be in older

manufactiiring plants than will be in newer manufacturing

plants.
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A review of previous studies examining age as a

factor in plant disemployment revealed the ages at which

plants were examined varied from study to study.

O'Farrell and Crouchley (1983) restricted their research

to plants seven years of age or younger. Healey (1982)

studied plant openings and closings occuring within a ten

year time period, and Henderson, (1980) designed his study

to include plants older and younger than sixteen years.

In agreement with Henderson's study of age past ten years,

and after considering the previous research and examining

the current data the researcher chose the age of fifteen

as the year in which to divide the data into young and old

plants. Tha data set was divided into young and old

plants at fifteen years for two reasons; Henderson uses

approximately the same cutoff point, and there seemed to

be a natural break in the data set. Additionally, this

year enables the study to examine a variety of plants

ranging in age from a few months to over one hundred years

old. Plants that are fourteen years old or less were

considered as "young" (newer) plants and plants fifteen

years old or more were considered as "old" plants.

Age of plant was calculated by subtracting the year

the plant was established from the year of disemployment.

For 87 cases of reported job loss, the year the plant was

established was not available and these cases were not

included in the study on workers disemployed by age of

plant. Thus, the total disemployed workers for the age
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variable may vary from the total disemployed workers in

the labor intensity and population variables (see Appendix

1).

Corollary hypothesis lA There will be more total

manufacturing disemployment from older plants than from

newer plants.

As hypothesized, the greatest proportion of

manufacturing disemployment .629 is from older plants (see

Table 2). When tested using the test for the comparison

of a proportion with a specifed value, the resulting

z-score was 65.82, which is significant at the .05 level

of significance.

Older firms have more antiquated equipment and

buildings which are often less cost efficient than newer

plants. This inefficiency of older facilities leads

branch plant owners to resort to employment reductions in

the older plants faster than they would in the newer

plants (Healey, 1982).

It should be noted that in a twenty percent sample of

all the plants listed in the North Carolina Directory of

Manufacturing Firms approximately 63 percent of these

factories were found to be old. This percentage is almost

exactly the same as the percentage of disemployed

employees who worked in old plants, 62.9, The absolute
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Table 2

North Carolina Branch Plant

Manufacturing Disemployment by Age Category
January 1978 - March 1985

Age

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Proportion
Of

Disemployment

Older (15 years or more)
Manufacturing Disemployment

41016 .629

Young (less than 14 years)
Manufacturing Disemployment

24225 .371

Total Disemployment 77086 1.000

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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number of older plants located in North Carolina alone

gives support to the high number of disemployment among

older manufacturing plants since there simply are more of

these plants.

Corollary hypothesis IB Among older manufacturing plants,

the largest percentage of disemployment will result frcmi

closings.

Often the reasons that led a company to choose that

particular location for its branch plant will change as

plants increase in age. The labor availability and

supply, the tax rate, transportation and facilities may

change with time and come to a point when these are no

longer strong reasons to keep a plant open in its current

location. These reasons, along with those mentioned in

hypothesis lA, lead older plants to close after they are

no longer able to compete and produce profitably (Healey,

1982). Once the labor, taxes, transportation, and

facilities deteriorate, it takes a great deal of time and

money to redevelop these for plant use. Time is of the

essence to these older plants as they continue to

deteriorate, and more often than not the branch

headquarters will close the facilities rather than layoff,

since keeping the facilities open would require extensive

time and money investments.
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The hypothesis was tested using the test for the

comparison of a proportion with a specified value. The

statistical methodology of the test is presented in

Appendix 1. Among older plants (plants greater than lA

years) closings accounted for 53.4 percent of

disemployment versus the 46.6 percent of disemployment

through layoffs (see Table 3). Though the difference is

small at 6.8 percent, given the large sample size (65,241

disemployed) the resulting test statistic (z) is 13.77

which is significant at the .05 level. Therefore, the

null hypothesis is rejected and the research hypothesis is

accepted concluding that disemployment among older

manufacturing firms results from closings.

Corollary hypothesis 1C There will be a greater

proportion of disemployment from closings in the older age

category than the proportion of total North Carolina

plants in the older age category.

Testing of this hypothesis was done through the test

of comparison of a proportion with a specified value. The

statistical methodology of the test is presented in

Appendix 1. The specified proportion .6275 represents the

estimated proportion of total North Carolina manufacturing

employment employed in plants older than fourteen years

(see Table 4). This figure was based on a twenty-two
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Table 3

Closings and Layoffs in North
Old Branch Manufacturing

January 1978 - March

Carolina's
Plants
1985

Type Of
Action

Absolute
Nrunber

Disemployed

Proportion
Of Older

Disemployment

Closings 21911 .534

Layoffs 19105 .466

Total Older 41016 1.000
Plant Disemployment

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Table 4

North Carolina Manufacturing Plants by Age Category

Age (years)
Proportion of total
manufacturing plants

0-14 .3725

15 and older .6275

Total Proportion 1.0000

SOURCE: Calculated from a 22 percent sample of the
1981-1982 North Carolina Directory of Manufacturing Firms.
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percent sample of the 1981-1982 Directory of North

Carolina Manufacturing Firms. Due to plant and industry

confidentiality the number of employees working in each

plant are only available by employment categories.

Because these categories are too broad to use for

comparisons, and there is no other adequate means of

obtaining employment data, the assumption must be made

that there is the same proportion of workers as there are

nimber of factories in each age category. The percent of

disemployment in older plants that closed was 53 percent

and this percentage is ten percent lower than the

estimated percentage of approximately 63 for the nimber of

manufacturing employees employed in these older plants.

North Carolina has long been established as an

excellent environment for manufacturing establishments.

North Carolina's history of low unionization, low wages

and available workers, have all been incentives to attract

plants to the state (Due, 1961; Bridges, 1965; Ziehr,

1975). This has given the state a high population of

older firms (over 60 percent). Though the amount of

disemployment from closings is slightly over 50 percent,

when tested against the high proportions of workers in

these older plants 50 percent is much smaller than

approximately 63 percent. The resulting z statistic is

-39.12 which does not support the hypothesis since a

positive sign was expected.
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Corollary hypothesis ID Among newer manufacturing plants,

the greatest proportion of diseiiq)loyment will exist from

layoffs.

Like the other hypotheses this hypothesis was tested

using the test of the comparison of a proportion with a

specified value (see Appendix 1 for the statistical

methodology). Among newer plants (plants less than 15

years), layoffs represented 44 percent of the

disemployment (see Table 5). This leaves 56 percent of

the newer disemployment resulting from plant closures.

Thus in newer plants there is not a greater proportion of

disemployment from layoffs. This is confirmed through the

test statistic (z), which had a value of -18.38, which is

not within the critical region of z > 1.64. Conclusions

were reached in favor of the null hypothesis.

When viewed in conjunction with corollary hypothesis

I.B., the proportion of closings in older plants, it can

be determined that regardless of the age category, in

times of economic distress a majority of plant owners opt

to close the plants rather than continue production while

trying to cut costs through layoffs.
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Table 5

Closings and Layoffs in North Carolina's
Young Branch Manufacturing Plants

January 1978 - March 1985

Absolute Proportion
Type of Niunber Younger
Action Disemployed Disemployment

Closings 13530 .559

Layoffs 10695 .441

Total Young
Manufacturing
Disemployment

24225 1.000

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Corollary hypothesis IE Based on their proportion of

total North Carolina manufacturing plants, a smaller than

expected proportion of disemployment from layoffs will

come from the younger age category.

The test for the comparison of a proportion with a

specified value is used to determine the statistical

conclusions for this hypothesis (statistical details in

Appendix 1). The proportion of young disemployment that

was laid off is .441 and is tested against the specified

proportion of North Carolina manufacturing employment

employed in young plants .3725 (see Tables 4 and 5). The

specified proportion of the percentage of employees

working in young manufacturing plants is based on a 22

percent sample of the 1981-1982 Directory of North

Carolina Manufacturing Firms. The z-score test result is

22.19, which is not significant at the .05 level of

significance since a negative sign was expected.

Due to plant confidentiality, the number of employees

working in each plant have been placed in broad categories

and are only available as estimates in the North Carolina

Directory of Manufacturing Firms. For this reason it is

necessary to assume that there is the same proportion of

employees as there is proportion of plants in each age

category.

Vihile the percent of disemployment in young plants

that results from layoffs is less than 50 percent (44)
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these layoffs are not as small as the percent of North

Carolina manufacturing employment of young plants, 37.25

percent. While more plant owners are closing than laying

off, the 44 percent of layoffs in young plants should be

noted. This indicates that there is still a strong

proportion of plant owners who are attempting to help

their plants remain open by reducing costs through the

form of layoffs and not closures.

Summary Conclusions for Age

Testing of the hypotheses reveals that the greatest

proportion of manufacturing disemployment comes from older

plants. In addition, it was found that regardless of the

age of the manufacturing plant, the highest proportion of

disemployment will result from plant closures. This was

found in corollary hypotheses IB and ID, which concluded

that in the oldest plants the largest proportion of

disemployment was a result of closings and the largest

proportion of disemployment in newer manufacturing plants

was not from layoffs, thus leaving closings with the

highest proportion. Therefore, results reached by the

previous researchers (Healey, 1982; and O'Farrell, 1985)

are in agreement with the conclusions on age reached in

this study (see Table 6).
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Table 6

Sxiinmary: Statistical Testing of Hypotheses
on Age of Plant as a Factor

Hypothesis
Number

Critical

Region Z-score
Accept/Reject

Research Hypothesis

lA z > 1.645 65.82 Accept

IB z > 1.645 13.77 Accept

1C z > 1.645 -39.12 Reject

ID z > 1.645 -18.38 Reject

IE z < -1.645 22.18 Reject

Source: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Secondly, it was found that although the largest

proportion of disemployment in older plants was from plant

closings, this proportion was not higher than the

proportion of total North Carolina manufacturing that are

in the old category. Similarily, corollary hypothesis IE

concluded that there is not a smaller proportion of

disemplo3nnent from layoffs in the young age category than

the proportion of young North Carolina manufacturing

plants.

North Carolina's reputation as a low wage state with

a low unionization rate has helped it to become the number

one state in manufacturing employment (State and

Metropolitan Area Data Book, 1986). Many of the

industries which came to North Carolina twenty or more

years ago were dependent on labor input and were attracted

to North Carolina primarily because of low wages. On the

other hand, many of the industries coming to North

Carolina in the 1980's are high technology industries and

are not as dependent on labor input (North Carolina State

Government Statistical Abstract. 1984). The new

industries are starting operation with newer equipment and

buildings. When the older plants cannot keep up with the

successful innovative technology and foreign competition

for cheaper production of the goods, they begin to close.

Within newer plants that closed, headquarters are

still recovering financially from building these

establishments that have modern equipment and
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recently-designed facilities. In difficult economic times

corporations are forced to close the newer, less

established plants rather than the older, successful

sister plants (O'Farrell and Crouchley, 1983). It should

be noted that in each case in which a decision must be

made between a newer or older plant it is the weaker, less

productive factory that is closed. In summation the

greatest proportion of disemployment will come from plant

closings and will occur in both the old and young age

category.

General Hypothesis 2: Labor intensive versiis capital

intensive industries as a factor.

Labor intensive industries will experience a greater

percentage of diseiiq>loynient than capital intensive

indtistries.

The second general hypothesis concerns labor

intensiveness or capital intensity of each disemploying

plant. Labor intensive plants as defined in this study

are those plants whose labor input comprises 50 percent or

more of the product's total value added. This definition

is comparable to previous studies of labor intensity in

which Chaffee (1981), and Fuchs (1967) derived labor

intensity by dividing the total industry production worker
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wage payments by value-added. Those industries with at

least 50 percent of value added coming from labor are

considered labor intensive. As seen in Tables 18 and 19

in Appendix 2, in North Carolina five sectors: 21, tobacco

products; 22, textile mill products; 23, apparel and other

textile products; 24, lumber and wood products; and 39,

miscellaneous manufacturing industries, are considered as

labor intensive.

When age is compared to labor intensity, it is

hypothesized that the labor intensiveness of a plant

outweighs the age factor. Therefore it will be the labor

intensive plants in any age category that disemploy the

most often.

Corollary hypothesis 2A There will be a greater

proportion of manufacturing diseiiq>loyment frcHS labor

intensive plants than from capital intensive plants.

The proportion of labor intensive plants, .534, is

larger than .466, the proportion of disemployment from

capital intensive factories (see Table 7). This was

tested through the test comparison of a proportion with a

specified value (see Appendix 1 for statistical details).

The resulting z-score was 18.89 which is significant at

the .05 level of significance.
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Table 7

North Carolina Branch Plant Manufacturing Disemployment;
Labor Intensive / Capital Intensive

January 1978 - March 1985

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Percent of

Manufacturing
Disemployment

Labor Intensive

Disemployment 41171 53.4

Capital Intensive
Disemployment 35915 46.6

Total Disemployment 77086 100.0

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Among North Carolina's largest employing industrial

sectors the labor intensive industries include textiles,

apparel, lumber and wood products, furniture construction,

and miscellaneous manufacturing industries (see Table 20

in Appendix 2). In recent years there has been

considerable pressure on these labor intensive sectors

from foreign competition which has led to adverse economic

conditions and ultimately market decline. These sectors'

history of closures and layoffs has given the upperhand in

disemployment to labor intensive industries (Gudgin, 197A;

Robinson, 1981; O'Farrell and Crouchley, 1983).

Corollary hypothesis 2B Labor intensive plants' share of

total disemployment due to closings is greater than labor

intensive plants' total proportion of manufacturing

employment.

This hypothesis was tested using the statistical test

comparison of a proportion with a specifed value (see

Appendix 1 for statistical details). Among total closing

disemployment in North Carolina manufacturing factories,

labor intensive plants accounted for 68 percent. These

labor intensive closings were tested against the

proportion of North Carolina manufacturing employment in

labor intensive plants, .559. This specified proportion

was obtained from employment figures listed in the
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Annual Survey of Manufacturers (1978, 1980). Due to plant

confidentiality the employment figures for 1980 were not

available for some of the industries and therefore 1978

figures were used (see Table 8). For this reason, the

percentages of employees in labor intensive and capital

intensive plants do not add up to 100 percent, but instead

to slightly more at 102.7 percent. The resulting z

statistic is 49.38 which is significant at the .05 level

of significance.

Labor intensive plants are being adversely affected

by their foreign competitor's lower wages. The high cost

of living in the United States' along with the high

standard of living requires the labor intensive workers to

make higher salaries than foreign workers. When the

company headquarters can no longer compete with foreign

companies, owners close the plants (Gudgin, 1974;

Robinson, 1981; O'Farrell and Crouchley, 1983). This

leads to the conclusion that the labor intensive plants'

share of total disemployment due to closings is greater

than labor intensive plants' total proportion of

manufacturing employment.

Corollary hypothesis 2C Labor intensive plants will have

more disemployment from closings than layoffs in both the

young and old age categories.
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Table 8

Disemployment Due to Closings in
North Carolina Branch Manufacturing Plants

January 1978 - March 1985

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Percent
of Closing
Disemployment

Labor Intensive

Closings 28857 67.8

Capital Intensive
Closings 13711 32.2

Total Closings 42568 100.0

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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This hypothesis is broken into two parts, examination

of job loss from closings in young and old plants. In the

first part, with a significant z-score of 36.64, it was

found, as hypothesized, in young plants the highest

percentage of plant disemployment is a result of plant

closings (see Table 9).

In the second part, like young manufacturing plants,

the older plants have more disemployment from plants

closings than layoffs (see Table 10). This hypothesis had

a test statistic (z) of 66.39 which is significant at the

.05 level of significance. Both these hypotheses are

tested by the statistical test comparison of a proportion

with a specifed value. The statistical analysis for both

hypotheses can be seen in Appendix 1.

By definition the labor intensive plants are more

dependent on manpower to produce their product than

capital intensive industries. Within a firm, closing one

of the branch plants reduces the revenue loss to the

company headquarters by cutting out the major source of

money outlay at one of the branches. As seen in this

hypothesis, regardless of age, labor intensive plants

experience more job losses from closings, which gives a

rapid permanent reduction in operating costs to the

owners.
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Table 9

North Carolina's Disemployment in Young
Labor Intensive Branch Manufacturing Plants

January 1978 - March 1985

Type of
Action

Absolute
Nvimber

Disemployed

Percent of Young
Labor Intensive

Disemployment

Closings 7772 67.0

Layoffs 3825 33.0

Total Young 11597 100.0
Labor Intensive

Disemployment

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Table 10

North Carolina's Disemployment in Old
Labor Intensive Branch Manufacturing Plants

January 1979 - March 1985

Type of
Action

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Percent of Old
Labor Intensive

Disemployment

Closings 14427 73.7

Layoffs 5139 26.3

Total Old 19566 100.0
Labor Intensive
Disemployment

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Corollary hypothesis 2D In capital intensive industries

there is proportionally more diseiiq>loyment from layoffs

than closures.

The research hypothesis was accepted when the

z-score, 44.53, was in the critical region of z > 1.64

(see Table 11, and Appendix 1 for statistical details).

The proportion of layoffs in capital intensive firms was

tested against the specified proportion .5. The

significant score led to the conclusion that at the .05

level of significance, capital intensive industries have

more disemployment from layoffs than closures.

Many of the firms currently coming to North Carolina

are high-technology industries. These industries have

their highest costs in capital, such as in acquiring the

latest equipment and facilities needed for production. By

reducing costs through layoffs, the plant is able to to

continue to generate revenue to pay off the debts

incurred. Layoffs offer a more economical means of

reducing costs than liquidating capital needed for

operation such as machinery, supplies, and facilities.

Corollary hypothesis 2E Among all layoffs, there is

proportionally less capital intensive disemployment than

capital intensive plants' share of total North Carolina

manufacturing employment.
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Table 11

Disemployment in North Carolina's Capital Intensive
Branch Manufacturing Plants
January 1978 - March 1985

Type of
Action

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Percent of

Capital Intensive
Disemployment

Closings 13711 38.2

Layoffs 22204 61.8

Total Capital 35915 100.0
Intensive

Disemployment

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided be North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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In this hypothesis the proportion of layoffs that are

capital intensive, .643, are tested against the specified

proportion of .468, the proportion of capital intensive

employment in North Carolina (see Table 12 and Appendix 1

for statistical details).

As North Carolina's number of capital intensive

industries continues to grow the number of layoffs will

also increase. It is possible for this increase to be at

a faster rate than plant growth, as firms fight against

economic difficulties by laying off employees. Although

North Carolina's proportion of capital intensive

industries is 47 percent of its total manufacturing

factories, this is still 17 percent lower than the percent

of layoffs from capital intensive industries. When

applied to the test comparison of a proportion with a

specified value the resulting z-score is 60.55, which is

not significant at a 95 percent confidence level, since a

negative sign was expected.

Summary Conclusions for Degree of Labor Intensity

Traditionally North Carolina's leading employing

manufacturing sectors have been labor intensive

industries. Based on the amount of value added, in 1984

approximately seven out of ten of North Carolina's largest

manufacturing industries with employment over 2,500 could
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Table 12

Disemployment Due to Layoffs in
North Carolina Branch Manufacturing Plants

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Proportion of
Total Layoff
Disemployment

Labor Intensive

Layoffs 12314 .357

Capital Intensive
Layoffs 22204 .643

Total Layoff
Disemployment 34518 1.000

SOURCE; Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by the North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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be classified as labor intensive industries (North

Carolina Directory of Manufacturing, 1983-1984) .

Logically, with North Carolina's dominance in labor

intensive factories, there will be more disemployment in

these sectors. This is supported in corollary hypothesis

number 2A where labor intensive factories have more

disemployment than capital intensive factories. Recently

the state has experienced considerable pressure from

foreign competitors who produce the same kinds of

products, but at a much lower labor cost. Thus, many

companies continue to import the foreign goods while

demand for United States-made wares has declined. Due to

the foreign competition this reduced demand is producing

an increased rate of closures among labor intensive

manufacturing plants (Gudgin 1974; Robinson, 1981;

O'Farrell and Crouchley, 1983). This argument was

supported in corollary hypotheses numbers 2C and 2D where

it was found that labor intensive firms have the greatest

proportions of job losses due to plant closings (see Table

13).

Gradually North Carolina's tradition of the majority

of manufacturing employment working in labor intensive

industries has been changing. Industries coming to North

Carolina in the 1980's are increasingly high-technology,

computer-oriented, capital intensive firms. The 1984

North Carolina State Government Statistical Abstract

reported that between 1970 and 1979 only three out of
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Table 13

Summary; Statistical Testing of Hypotheses
Labor Intensive versus Capital Intensive

Industries as a Factor

Hypothesis
Number

Critical

Region Z-score
Accept/Reject

Research Hypothesis

2A z > 1.645 18.89 Accept

2B z > 1.645 49.38 Accept

2C z > 1.645 36.64 Accept

2C pt.2 z > 1.645 66.39 Accept

2D z > 1.645 44.53 Accept

2E z < -1.645 60.55 Reject

Source; Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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twenty North Carolina industries had a larger number of

new industries than the prior decade, 1960 to 1969. These

three industries include: rubber and miscellaneous plastic

products, nonelectrical machinery, and instruments and

related products. Each of these industries is capital

intensive and their products include industrial machinery,

farm equipment, office and computing machines, measuring

and controlling devices, and medical and surgical supplies

and instruments.

The amount of labor needed to produce capital

intensive products is slowly decreasing as new technology

reduces the demand for labor input. While labor demand

decreases, the investments in the form of machinery and

land are increasing. These capital intensive investments

are more difficult to dispose of than labor and the

resulting economic reductions are taken in the form of

layoffs. Corollary hypothesis number 2.D. found that the

greatest loss of jobs in the capital intensive plants is

from layoffs which allows the firms to continue production

while reducing costs.

General Hypothesis 3: Population of an area as a factor

Plants in less populated areas will experience a greater

proportion of diseiiq>loyment than their share of total

manufacturing employment.
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Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) are

defined by the 1980 Census of Population as one or more

counties with an urbanized population concentration and at

least 50,000 inhabitants. Outlying counties may be

included in a SMSA if they have close economic and social

relationships with the central counties. It should be

noted that in 1983 the Office of Management and Budget

changed the title of these populous regions from Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas to Metropolitan Statistical

Areas (MSA's). Along with the name change, in 1983 there

were several additions and deletions of counties currently

considered as MSA's. For the sake of uniformity 1980

"SMSA" data has been utilized so that these figures will

be agreeable with labor and population statistics gathered

from the 1980 censuses.

In accordance with the Census of Population the

"higher populated" counties have been defined as those

counties which are in a Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area. Those counties not included within the state's

eleven 1980 SMSA's were considered "less populated"

counties (see Figures 2 and 3, and Table 21 in Appendix

2).

Corollary hypothesis 3A Among plants located in less

populated areas, the largest proportion of dlseiiq>loynient

will result from closings.
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As can be seen in Table lA, closings in less

populated areas are more numerous than layoffs in these

areas. When tested through the statistical test

comparison of a proportion with a specified value the

resulting z-score was 37.19, which is significant at the

.05 level of significance (see Appendix 1 for statistical

details).

Less populated areas have a smaller economic base to

entice plants to remain open. The smaller population

means less people paying taxes and less money available

for services such as police and fire protection, roads,

and educational facilities, and a smaller market. In

difficult economic times the companies in less populated

areas have fewer incentives to keep the plant open, and

therefore they close more often than layoff.

Corollary hypothesis 3B Plants located in less populated

areas will experience a greater proportion of

diseiiq>loyinent than the proportion of manufacturing

eiiq>loyment in plants located in less populated areas.

The proportion of disemployment from less populated

areas was approximately .13 higher than the specified

proportion of manufacturing employment in less populated

counties (see Table 15 and Appendix 1 for statistical

details). The specified proportion, .A2, is the
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Table 14

North Carolina Branch Plant Manufacturing Disemployment
in Plants Located in Less Populated Areas

January 1978 - March 1985

Type of
Action

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Percent of
Less Populated
Disemployment

Closing 25255 59.0

Layoffs 17549 41.0

Total Less 42804 100.0

Populated
Disemployment

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by the North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Table 15

North Carolina Branch Plant Manufacturing Disemployment
by Location of Plant in Higher / Less Populated Areas

January 1978 - March 1985

Absolute
Number

Disemployed

Percent of

Sample
Disemployment

Less Populated
Disemployment 42804 59.0

Higher Populated
Disemployment 34282 44.5

Total Manufacturing
Disemployment 77086 100.0

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.
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proportion of the state's manufacturing employment

employed in less populated counties. Víhen tested this

difference is significant at the .05 level of

significance, resulting in acceptance of the research

hypothesis.

Cost savings, such as lower wage and tax rates, that

attract companies to the less populated areas are often

not enough of an economic savings to keep firms from

disemploying workers. In addition, these initial savings

attractions (the lower wage and tax rates) may rise in

cost becoming less of a savings as time goes by. An even

greater savings than the incentives which initially

attracted the companies can be achieved by disemploying

workers, when less salaries to pay each month are seen as

a permanent savings. This leads to the conclusions found

in the statistical test, that is, there is more

disemployment in less populated areas than the proportion

of manufacturing in these same areas.

Corollary hypothesis 3C There will be a greater

proportion of diseiiq>lo3^iiient from layoffs in higher

populated areas than from closures.

Though the conclusions reached from the application

of the statistical test comparison of a proportion with a

specified value are negative (see Appendix 1 for
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statistical methodology) the resulting z-score was -1.85.

The difference of the two proportions is only .005, which

shows us that it is almost 50 - 50 disemployment from both

layoffs and closures in higher populated areas (see Table

16). Many of the same arguments regarding the hypotheses

concerning the age factor can be applied here to the

population of an area in which closings are more abundant

in both population sizes (although only slightly in higher

populated areas). The costs associated with labor

availability, tax rate and transportation facilities may

increase, leaving the savings attraction once found in the

less populated areas not as large as at the time the plant

was established, thus costs are reduced by closing a

plant. These same points - the higher taxes and traffic

congestion - will work conversely, becoming negative

factors in higher populated places and will be influential

in plant closings.

Due to the closeness of the statistics there must be

arguments for the 49.5 percent of the disemployment in

higher populated areas due to layoffs. Economies of scale

including better transportation systems and larger markets

are all incentives for a company to remain open and not

disrupt production by closing the firm. Thus, by laying

off employees rather than closing, a company is able to

continue to take advantage of benefits the more populated

places provide.
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Table 16

North Carolina Branch Plant Manufacturing Disemployment
in Plants Located in Higher Populated Areas

January 1978 - March 1985

Type of
Action

Absolute
Niomber

Disemployed

Percent of Higher
Higher Populated
Disemployment

Closings 17313 50.5

Layoffs 16969 A9.5

Total Higher 32282 100.0

Populated
Disemployment

SOURCE: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by the North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division January 1978 through
March 1985.
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Corollary hypothesis 3D Regardless of size of area of

location, a greater proportion of disenq>loyinent will exist

among older manufacturing plants than older plants'

proportion of total manufacturing firms.

The specified proportion used in the test of two

proportions came from a 20 percent sample of the 1983-1984

North Carolina Directory of Manufacturing Firms which

revealed that the proportion of plants located in less

populated areas that are fifteen years of age or older is

.770 and that the proportion of plants located in higher

populated areas that are old is .685. (see Appendix 1 for

statistical methodology). To obtain the age for each

sampled firm the year the plant was established was

subtracted from 1985, the last year of data accumulation

for this study.

Due to confidentiality the directory lists each

plant's number of employees within a range such as 1-4,

5-10, etcetera. The ranges in the upper categories are so

large (1,000-2,500 and 2,500 + employees) that an accurate

estimate of manufacturing employees could not be obtained

to use in statistical calculation. Hence, in this

hypothesis the proportion of people disemployed is tested

against the number of plants rather than the number of

employees. An assumption was made that there is the same

proportion of employees as the proportion of factories in

order to determine the number of manufacturing employees.
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In this hypothesis, when tested in both high and low

populated areas, the test of the older higher populated

proportion had a z-score of -71.55 and the test of older

less populated proportion had a z-score of -104.67, both

of which are not significant at the .05 level of

significance since a positive sign was expected. It was

concluded that there is not more disemployment in older

higher or lower populated manufacturing plants than the

proportion of factories in either of those areas.

Corollary hypothesis 3E Regardless of size of area of

location, a greater proportion of disenqiloyment will exist

among labor intensive manufacturing plants than labor

intensive plants' proportion of total manufactiiring firms.

As in corollary nxomber 3D, the specified proportion

used in the statistical test comparison of a proportion

with a specified value came from a 20 percent sample of

the 1983-1984 North Carolina Directory of Manufacturing

Firms. This sample concluded that approximately 39.0

percent of the state's manufacturing plants located in

higher populated places are labor intensive and the

corresponding figure for factories located in less

populated places are 47.5. Due to plant confidentiality

the employment of each plant could only be obtained in

broad categories. The substitution of number of plants
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for number of employees has been necessary in this

hypothesis with the assumption that the same percentage of

employees work in these plants as there are number of

factories.

Vihen tested at the 95 percent level of confidence it

was found that in both the higher and lower populated

areas the test statistic is significant. The calculations

resulted in a z-score of 38.91 in the proportion of labor

intensive plants located in higher populated areas, and

similarly a z-score of 38.86 for the proportion of

disemployment from labor intensive plants located in less

populated areas (see Appendix 1 for statistical details).

There is more labor intensive disemployment than labor

intensives' proportion of manufacturing plants in both the

higher and lower populated areas of the state. Therefore,

the population of an area is not a differential factor on

the proportion of disemployment in labor intensive

manufacturing plants.

Slowly North Carolina's labor intensive plants are

becoming less competitive. The plants are being forced to

reduce costs by disemploying, thus cutting back on their

largest source of money outlay. This leads to the

conclusions that labor intensive plants are disemploying

more than their proportion of manufacturing plants, and

this is happening in all areas located within the state.
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Summary Conclusions for Population as a Factor

North Carolina is characterized as a "small town" state

(Lonsdale and Browning, 1971). Among the more than five

hundred census designated places located in North

Carolina, in 1980 only eight cities had a population over

50,000 (North Carolina Census of Population, 1980).

Branch plants move to less populated towns hoping to avoid

the more expensive costs of larger metropolitan areas. The

less populated areas may have advantages of cheap labor,

lower land costs, low cost of living for employees, and

reduced traffic congestion, but they also have the

disadvantages of higher transportation costs, service

problems, and longer distances to markets (Anderson and

Barkley, 1982; Lonsdale and Browning, 1971). The cost

advantages from locating in a less populated area may not

outweigh the savings resulting from the improved

infrastructure and large markets that urban areas offer.

Therefore, when faced with difficult financial times

factories located in small towns succumb to economic

pressure and close (Anderson and Barkley, 1982). This was

seen in corollary hypothesis 3A when it was found that

there is more disemployment in less populated areas from

closings than layoffs.

In highly populated places, external economies of

scale including; better transportation systems, large

markets and increased labor supply are some of the
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positive factors that encourage plants to choose these

places as a location. The advantages the economies of

scale provided may not be enough savings to compensate for

the general economic decline of the plant (Sant, 1975).

Through closings, all financial ties are severed at that

branch location, reducing the expenses to plant

headquarters. Corollary hypothesis 3C found that there is

no major statistical difference in the percent of closings

and layoffs in higher populated places. Therefore, in the

higher populated places the negative factors which

encourage plant disemployment are influential in both

closings and layoffs. Finally it can be surmised that the

population size of the area is not influential in the

disemployment rates of labor intensive factories as was

seen in corollary hypothesis 3E (see Table 17).
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Table 17

Summary: Statistical Testing of Hypotheses
on Population of Area as a Factor

Hypothesis
Number

Critical

Region Z-score
Accept/Reject

Research Hypothesis

3A z > 1.645 37.19 Accept

3B z > 1.645 76.27 Accept

3C z > 1.645 -1.85 Reject

3D z > 1.645 -71.55 Reject

3D pt.2 z > 1.645 -104.67 Reject

3E z > 1.645 40.07 Accept

3E pt.2 z > 1.645 38.86 Accept

Source: Calculated from plant disemployment data sheets
provided by North Carolina Department of Commerce,
Business Assistance Division, January 1978 through
March 1985.



Chapter Three

Summary and Conclusions

The primary focus of this study has been to examine

the importance of age, degree of labor intensity, and

population size on branch plant manufacturing

disemployment. Several conclusions can be drawn from the

findings of this study: 1) Older (greater than 14 years)

manufacturing plants have a greater proportion of

manufacturing disemployment than newer plants, 2) Labor

intensive manufacturing plants have a higher proportion of

disemployment than capital intensive plants, and 3) Plants

located in less populated areas have a higher proportion

of disemployment than their share of total manufacturing

employment.

These conclusions were derived through statistical

testing of the hypotheses using the test of comparison of

proportion to a specified value. Data was obtained

through lists of plant closings and permanent layoffs.

Findings from the test of the hypotheses included:

Age of plant as a factor

lA Older plants have more total manufacturing

disemployment than newer plants.
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IB Among older manufacturing plants, the greatest

percentage of disemployment is a result of plant closures.

1C There is not a greater proportion of disemployment from

closings in the older age category than the proportion of

total North Carolina plants in the old age category.

ID Among newer manufacturing plants the greatest

percentage of disemployment is not from plant layoffs.

IE There is not a smaller proportion of disemployment from

layoffs in the young age category than the proportion of

yoxing North Carolina manufacturing plants.

Labor intensive versus capital intensive industries

2A There is a greater proportion of manufacturing

disemployment from labor intensive plants than from

capital intensive plants.

2B Labor intensive plants have a greater proportion of

disemployment due to closings than labor intensive plants'

total proportion of manufacturing employment.

2C Labor intensive plants have more disemployment from

closings than layoffs in the young and old age categories.

2D Capital intensive industries have proportionally more

disemployment from layoffs than closures.

2E Among all layoffs, there is not proportionally less

capital intensive disemployment than capital intensive

plants' share of total North Carolina manufacturing

employment.
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Population of an area as a factor

3A Among plants located in less populated areas, the

largest proportion of disemployment resulted from

closings.

3B Plants located in less populated areas have a greater

proportion of disemployment than the proportion of

manufacturing employment in plants located in less

populated areas.

3C There is not a greater proportion of disemployment from

layoffs in higher populated areas than from closures.

3D There is not more disemployment in older manufacturing

plants located in higher or lower populated areas than the

proportion of total manufacturing factories in either of

those areas.

3E Regardless of size of area, a greater proportion of

disemployment exists among labor intensive manufacturing

plants than labor intensive plants' proportion of total

manufacturing factories.

North Carolina's reputation in manufacturing has long

been established as excellent in work environment. The

state's low unionization rate, low wages, cheap land,

ample labor supply, and positive work ethic have all been

influential in the recruitment and maintenance of

industry. It is these same incentives (low wages, low

unionization, etc.) that for years have inspired plants to
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choose North Carolina as a location. The fact that North

Carolina leads the nation in percentage of labor force in

manufacturing employment is evidenced by the long

established camaraderie industry has with the state and

people of North Carolina. Yet, it is these long

established companies which are leading the state in

manufacturing disemployment.

According to a 20 percent sample of the 1983-198A

North Carolina Directory of Manufacturing Firms the

average age of North Carolina's manufacturing plants is

thirty years, an age which is classified as "old" in this

study. Furthermore, a previous sample of the directory

revealed that 63 percent of North Carolina's plants are

considered "old", therefore North Carolina's manufacturing

industry is composed primarily of old firms. As time goes

by the older plants' machinery and facilities become

outdated and costly to repair and upkeep. In addition,

the factories find they are no longer competitive with

younger plants that have more recent technology and

equipment. Thus they begin to disemploy; the majority of

which are plant closings.

While results on age of plant reached in this study

do not agree with conclusions reached by Healey (1982), it

should be kept in mind that his study only included plants

below age ten. More than likely the results would not

have been the same had his study included plants older

than fifteen years, as did this study and the research by
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Henderson (1980). This is reemphasized by O'Farrell

(1976) and O'Farrell and Crouchley (1983) when their

studies concluded young plants close more than old plants.

Yet in each of those studies the results were restricted

by only including plants under twenty years of age. In a

later study done in 1985, O'Farrell's research included

plants older than twenty years. This later study found

results contradicting previous research. As in this

research on manufacturing disemployment. O'Farrell's 1985

results found that "old" plants (greater than or equal to

15 years of age ) disemploy more often than "yoxing"

plants.

As noted in Chapter two, seven out of ten of North

Carolina's largest manufacturing industries with

employment over 2,500 could be classified as labor

intensive industries. Therefore, with the large number of

labor intensive plants located in North Carolina, it is

easy to understand North Carolina's high disemployment

rate within the manufacturing sectors. The textile,

apparel, lumber and wood products, and furniture

construction industries are among North Carolina's leading

employing industries. As a matter of fact, these

industries along with a fifth labor intensive industry,

miscellaneous manufacturing industries, comprise 56

percent of North Carolina's manufacturing employment.

Literature on labor intensity as an influential factor in

plant disemployment overwhelmingly agrees with the
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conclusions reached in this study. Gudgin, (1974),

Robinson, (1981), and O'Farrell and Crouchley, (1983), all

found labor intensive plants disemploy more often than

capital intensive plants.

Due to low wages and production costs in foreign

companies, the demand for less expensive foreign made

products is increasing while demand for labor intensive

goods made in the United States continues to decrease.

Thus, the labor intensive industries continue to disemploy

even more workers, especially through the means of closing

plants, as they fight the industrial price wars

established against foreign companies.

Regarding population size of an area, neither the

high nor the low populated areas were overly influential

in the proportion of plants which disemployed. Due to the

overwhelming impact of the age and labor intensity factors

on disemployment, the population of the area in which the

plant is located does not have a major effect on

disemployment.

The factor which is of greatest importance in

disemployment, and of more influence than population size

of area or age of plant, is the labor intensiveness of the

plants. It was widely supported in the literature and in

the data set that labor intensive industries are

disemploying. North Carolina's labor intensive industries

are continuing to respond to the economic pressures and

reduced demand, primarily by closing plants. Even labor
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intensive plants that have a profit history are reducing

employment due to the downward decline of the industry.

This fact was recognized by Sant (1975, p.360) in his

research of mobile manufacturing plants when he noted

"Some firms, though themselves healthy, operate in a

declining industry. Despite confidence in their future at

the time of movement, they may later find themselves

caught in the industry's downward spiral unless able to

diversify". In summation. North Carolina's labor

intensive manufacturing plants, whether young or old, or

located in high or low populated areas, are being

influenced by economic pressures on the industry as a

whole, and are responding by disemploying workers.

Aggregatively it was found that population size of

area is not as influential in disemployment of a branch

manufacturing plant as age and labor intensity. Even

though labor intensity is believed to be more influential

than age in the rate of disemployment among branch plants,

the two factors must be considered collectively. Among

North Carolina's longest established industries is its

clothing and textile firms, which are labor intensive.

The previously mentioned incentives, such as low wages,

have for years attracted the labor intensive firms to the

state. Unfortunately North Carolina's plants are

disadvantaged and disemploy, not because they are old, but

because the demand for their products in the United States

is decreasing due to foreign competition for labor
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intensive products. Thus even if the older plants were to

build newer facilities and buy newer equipment the demand

for goods is still decreasing. Therefore these plants are

being forced to disemploy, but the major cause is not the

old age factor, rather it is the labor intensiveness of

the product.

Recommendations, and Suggestions for Further Research

In light of North Carolina's manufacturing dominance

in labor intensive industries, further research which

excludes North Carolina's leading labor intensive

industries (textiles and apparel) could be undertaken to

see if the conclusions reached in this study continue to

be upheld in other labor intensive industries. Although

the lumber and wood, and furniture industries are labor

intensive, they are not subject to the pressures from

foreign competition to the extent of textiles and apparel.

Elimination of textiles and apparel would remove this

bias, foreign competition, thus allowing a study of

internal (to North Carolina) factors of disemployment. It

is the belief of the researcher that foreign competition

increased the role of labor intensity in disemployment,

hence, removal of textiles and apparel should give a truer

picture of the role of labor intensity.

A follow-up study examining the factors studied in

this paper may give additional insight into the results
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found. A temporal study could examine aspects such as: 1)

has the proportion of disemployment in the state had any

large increase or decrease over the years?; 2) has the

proportion of disemployment in capital intensive plants

increased as the number of capital intensive plants

increased?; 3) as more and more labor intensive plants

disemployed over the years, did the proportion of

disemployment compared to the proportion of jobs still

available in labor intensive plants increase or decrease?;

and A) does the labor intensive factor still continue to

be a major influence in the disemployment of branch

plants?

To combat the wave of disemployment in labor

intensive industries, the state and local governments

should continue to discourage the unstable industries from

establishing new plants when faced with such a high chance

of failure. Given the fact that North Carolina has a high

number of labor intensive industries, it must continue to

expand the community college program where it can retrain

labor intensive workers. In the community college program

workers can learn skills needed for work in successful,

capital intensive industries.

During the past decade industrial development has

been a major policy of the state and local governments of

North Carolina. After considering results from the

statewide "North Carolina Tomorrow" survey, and the
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one-hundred county conferences on balanced growth and

economic development; the State Goals and Policy Board,

under the direction of Governor James Hunt, established "A

Balanced Growth Policy for North Carolina". The major

finding of this study was that there was a need for "more

and better jobs" with an emphasis on diversified and

expanded industries (A Balanced Growth Policy of North

Carolina, A Proposal of Public Discussion, 1978).

In order to increase its manufacturing employment

North Carolina needs to continue to push for diversified

industries. Not only must the state diversify, it also

must concentrate on attracting profitable and expanding

industries, such as rubber products, instruments and

related products, and nonelectrical machinery. All of

which have a recent history of success and growth.
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COMPAKING A PROPORTION TO A SPECIFIED VALUE

Statistical Methodology

The test in this study which compares a proportion to

a specified value uses z as a test statistic because of

large sample sizes (greater than or equal to thirty).

One-tailed tests are used because the proportion of

interest is hypothesized to deviate in either a positive

or negative direction.

The null hypothesis (Hq) is:
Hq: Pi = Pq (Al-1)

where p^ is the population proportion of interest and p^
is the specified proportion. The research hypothesis is:

H^: p^ > Pq (Al-2)
if the population proportion is expected to have a larger

value than the specified proportion or:

H^: p^ < Pq (Al-3)
if the specified proportion is hypothesized to have the

larger value.

Significance levels are set at .05 for all tests.

The population proportion is estimated by the sample

proportion p where p = x/n and x = the number of successes

in the sample (values of interest), and n = the sample

size, p is assumed to be normally distributed with:

1/2
standard error of p = (p^ / n) (Al-4)
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since under the null hypothesis (Hq): Pj^ = Pq. = 1 -

Po-
The test statistic is:

z = (p - Pq) / [(pq Qq) / n]^^^ (Al-5)
The critical region for accepting the research

hypothesis in equation (Al-2) is z > 1.645 at the .05

level of significance, and the critical region for the

research hypothesis in the form of equation (Al-3) is

z < -1.645 (Dixon and Massey, 1969; Ziehr, 1980, 1985b).

Corollary Hypothesis lA

There will be more total manufacturing disemployment

from older plants than from newer (less than fifteen years

old) plants. The null hypothesis is HqZ = Pq and the
research hypothesis is p^ > Pq where p^^ represents the
proportion of manufacturing disemployment in older

manufacturing plants and Pq equals a specified value of
.5. When the population proportion is greater/smaller

than 50 percent, it is concluded that the population

proportion is greater/smaller than the specified

proportion.

The test statistic (z) is given in equation (Al-5).

The values necessary to calculate z are:

X = 41016 pQ = .5
n = 65241 ^0 ^

p = .629 z = 65.82
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where x = number of employees disemployed in older plants,

and n = total number of manufacturing employees

disemployed. The following test statistic is produced:

.629 - .5
2=

(.5) (.5) , = 65.82
[ v'^

65241

The value of z (65.82) is within the critical region,

z > 1.645, therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and

the research hypothesis is accepted. It is concluded that

at the .05 level of significance there is more total

manufacturing disemployment among older firms than among

newer firms.

Corollary Hypothesis IB

Among older manufacturing plants, the largest

percentage of disemployment will result from closings.

The statistical hypotheses to be tested are Pj^ = p^
and H^: p^^ > p^ where Pj^ is the population proportion of
disemployment from older plants that closed, and p^ is the
specified proportion .5.

The test statistic, z, requires the following

empirical data:

X = 21911 II

oa. .5

n = 41016
o

II .5

p = .534 z = 13.77
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where x= number of employees in older plants disemployed

because of closings and n = total disemployment in older

plants.

The value of the test statistic is in the critical

region, z > 1.645, so, Hq is rejected and accepted. At
the .05 level of significance the greatest proportion of

disemployment among older manufacturing plants is

associated with closings.

Corollary Hypothesis 1C

There will be a greater proportion of disemployment

from closings in the older age category than the

proportion of total North Carolina plants in the older age

category. The null and research hypotheses are given in

equation (Al-1) and (Al-2) where p^^ is the proportion of
disemployment from older manufacturing plants that closed

and pQ is the specified proportion of total North Carolina
manufacturing employment working in old plants.

The test statistic, z, requires the following

information:

X = 21911 Pq = .6275
n = 41016 q^ = .3725
p = .534 z = -39.12

where x = number of employees in older plants disemployed

because of closings and n = total disemployment in older

plants.
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Due to the fact that the z value (-39.12) is not

within the critical region (z > 1.645) the null hypothesis

is accepted. At the .05 level of significance it is

concluded that there is not a greater proportion of

closings in the older age category than the proportion of

total North Carolina plants in the older age category.

Corollary Hypothesis ID

Among newer manufacturing plants, the greatest

proportion of disemployment will exist from layoffs. The

null hypothesis is Pj = Pq and the research hypothesis
is ; Pj^ > Pq where p^^ is the population proportion of
disemployment from newer plants that laid off employees

and pQ equals the specified proportion .5.
The test statistic (z) requires the following values:

X = 10695 II

oOu .5

n = 24225 ^0 = .5

p = .441 z = -18.38

where x = number of employees in young plants disemployed

because of layoffs and n = total young manufacturing

disemployment.

The value of z (-18.38) is not within the critical

region of z > 1.645, so the null hypothesis is accepted

and research hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded that

at the .05 level of significance the greatest proportion

of disemployment among newer manufacturing plants is not

from layoffs.
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Corollary Hypothesis IE

Based on their proportion of total North Carolina

manufacturing plants, a smaller than expected proportion

of disemployment from layoffs will come from the younger

(less than fifteen years) age category. The statistical

hypotheses to be tested are Hq: p^^ = p^ and ; Pj^ < p^
where Pj^ is the population proportion of the disemployment
from younger manufacturing plants that laid off and pQ is
the specified proportion of total North Carolina

manufacturing employment working in young plants.

The test statistic (z) requires the following

empirical data:

X = 10695 Pq = .3725
n = 24225 = .6275

p = .441 z = 22.19

where x = number of employees in young plants disemployed

because of layoffs and n = total young manufacturing

disemployment.

Since a negative sign was expected, the z-score is

22.19, is not within the critical region, z < -1.645,

therefore the null hypothesis is accepted. It is

concluded that at the 95 percent level of confidence there

is not a smaller proportion of disemployment from layoffs

in the young age category than the proportion of young

North Carolina manufacturing plants.
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Corollary Hypothesis 2A

There will be a greater proportion of manufacturing

disemployment from labor intensive plants than from

capital intensive plants. The null and research

hypotheses are given in equations (Al-l) and (Al-2) where

pj^ is the population proportion of disemployment from
labor intensive plants and p^ represents the specified
proportion .5.

The values necessary to calculate z are:

X = 41171 II

oex .5

n = 77086 .o o
II .5

p = .534 z = 18.89

where x = number of disemployed workers in labor intensive

plants and n = total nximber of manufacturing employees

disemployed.

The value of z (18.89) is within the critical region,

z > 1.645, hence the null hypothesis is rejected and the

research hypothesis is accepted. The conclusion is that

at the .05 level of significance there is a greater

proportion of manufacturing disemployment from labor

intensive plants than from capital intensive plants.

Corollary Hypothesis 2B

Labor intensive plants' share of total disemployment

due to closings is greater than labor intensive plants'

total proportion of manufacturing employment.

Specifically, H^: p^ = p^ and H^^: p^ > p^ where Pj^ is the
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population proportion of labor intensive firms that closed

and Pq equals the specified proportion of the proportion
of North Carolina manufacturing employees working in labor

intensive plants.

Values necessary for the calculation of the test

statistic include:

X = 28857 Pq = .559
n = 42658 = .441

p = .678 z = 49.38

where x= number of employees in labor intensive plants

disemployed due to closings and n = total manufacturing

disemployment because of closings.

The resulting z-score was 49.38 which is within the

critical region, z > 1.645, therefore, the null hypothesis

is rejected and the research hypothesis is accepted. It

is deduced that at the .05 level of significance labor

intensive plants have a greater proportion of

disemployment due to closings than labor intensive plants'

total proportion of manufacturing employment.

Corollary Hypothesis 2C

Labor intensive plants will have more disemployment

from closings than layoffs in the young and old age

categories. The first part of this hypothesis contains

the statistical hypothesis of pj^ = Pq and the research
hypothesis is p^ > Pq where p^^ represents the
population proportion of total manufacturing disemployment
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in young, labor intensive plants, and is the specified

proportion .5.

The test statistic, z, requires the following values;

X = 7772 5

n = 11597

p = .670 z = 36.6A

where x = number of workers disemployed due to closings in

labor intensive plants that are young and n = total

manufacturing disemployment in labor intensive plants that

are young.

The value of z (36.64) is within the critical region

of z > 1.645, therefore the null hypothesis is rejected

and the research hypothesis is accepted. At the .05 level

of significance, among labor intensive plants in the young

age category, there will be more disemployment from

closings than layoffs.

In part two of this hypothesis the null hypothesis is

Hq! Pj^ = pQ and the research hypothesis is : Pj^ > p^
where p^^ equals the population proportion of total
manufacturing disemployment in old, labor intensive plants

and Pq represents the specified proportion .5.
The values necessary for the completion of the test

statistic, z, are:

X = 14427

n = 19566

p = .737 z = 66.39
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where x = number of workers disemployed due to closings in

labor intensive plants that are old and n = total

manufacturing disemployment in labor intensive plants that

are old.

The z-score (66.39) is within the critical region of

z> 1.645, thus the null hypothesis is rejected and the

research hypothesis is accepted. It can be concluded that

at the .05 level of significance, in the old age category,

among labor intensive plants there will be more

disemployment from closings than layoffs.

In summation, labor intensive plants have more

disemployment from closings than layoffs in the young and

old age categories.

Corollary Hypothesis 2D

In capital intensive industries there is

proportionally more disemployment from layoffs than

closures. The null and research hypothesis are given in

equations (Al-1) and (Al-2) where p^ is the population
proportion of the manufacturing disemployment in capital

intensive plants that laid off employees and p^ equals the
specified proportion .5.

The empirical data required to compútate z include:

X = 22204 >0o
II .5

n = 35915 II

ocr .5

p = .618 z = 44.53
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where x = number of employees in capital intensive plants

disemployed due to layoffs and n = total manufacturing

disemployment in capital intensive plants.

Z, 44.53, is within the critical region of z > 1.645,

therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected and the

research hypothesis is accepted. At the .05 level of

significance, in capital intensive categories there is

proportionally more disemployment associated with layoffs

than closures.

Corollary Hypothesis 2E

Among all layoffs, there is less capital intensive

disemployment than capital intensive plants' share of

total North Carolina manufacturing employment. The null

hypothesis is Hq; p^^ = p^ and the research hypothesis is

Hj^: pj^ < Pq where p^^ represents the population proportion
of capital intensive disemployment that resulted from

employee layoffs and p^ is the specified proportion of
capital intensive employment in North Carolina.

The test statistic, z, requires the following

empirical data;

X = 22204 Po
= .468

n = 34518 ^0
= .532

p = .643 z = 60.55

where x = number of employees in capital intensive plants

disemployed due to layoffs and n = total manufacturing

disemployment due to layoffs.
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The z-score is 60.55, which is not within the

critical region, z < -1.645, since a negative value was

expected. It is concluded that at the .05 level of

significance, among all layoffs, there is not

proportionally less manufacturing disemployment than

capital intensive plants' share of total North Carolina

manufacturing employment.

Corollary Hypothesis 3A

Among all plants located in less populated areas

(non-MSA's), the largest proportion of disemployment will

result from closings. The statistical hypotheses to be

tested are = Pq and = p^^ > p^ where p^ equals
the population proportion of total manufacturing

disemployment in plants located in less populated areas

that closed and p^ represents the specified proportion .5.
Data required to calculate the test statistic are:

X = 25225 Pq = -5
n = 42804 90 = -5
P = .590 z = 37.19

where x = number of employees in plants located in less

populated areas disemployed because of closings and n =

total manufacturing disemployment in plants located in

less populated areas.

The value of z, 37.19, is within the critical region

of z > 1.645, therefore the null hypothesis is rejected

and the research hypothesis is accepted. It is concluded
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that at the .05 level of significance, among plants

located in less populated areas, the largest proportion of

disemployment will result from closings.

Corollary Hypothesis 3B

Plants located in less populated areas will

experience a greater proportion of disemployment than the

proportion of manufacturing employment in plants located

in less populated areas. Specifically, p^ = p^ and
: p^ > Pq where p^^ equals the population proportion of

manufacturing disemployment from plants located in less

populated areas and p^ is the specified proportion of
North Carolina's manufacturing employment working in less

populated areas.

The variables needed for calculation of the test

statistic, z, include:

X = 42804 Po = .42

n = 77086
o

II .58

p = .555 z = 76.27

where x = total manufacturing disemployment in plants

located in less populated areas and n = total

manufacturing disemployment.

The value of z, 76.27, is within the critical region

of z > 1.645, thus, the null hypothesis is rejected and

the research hypothesis is accepted. It can be deduced

that at the 95 percent level of confidence plants located

in less populated areas will experience a greater
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proportion of disemployment than the proportion of

manufacturing employment in plants located in less

populated areas.

Corollary Hypothesis 3C

There will be a greater proportion of disemployment

from layoffs in higher populated areas, (MSA's) than from

closures. The null hypothesis to be tested is p^^ = p^
and the research hypothesis to be tested is Pj^ > p^
where p^ represents the population proportion of
disemployment from plants located in higher populated

areas that laid off employees and p^ is the specified
proportion .5.

Data requirements to compute the z=score are;

X = 16969 Pq = -5
n = 34282 Ho = .5
P = .495 z = -1.85

where x = number of employees in plants located in higher

populated areas disemployed due to layoffs and n = total

manufacturing disemplo3mient in plants located in higher

populated areas.

The value of z (-1.85) is not within the critical

region of z > 1.645, hence, the null hypothesis is

accepted and the research hypothesis is rejected. It is

concluded that at the .05 level of significance there is

not a greater proportion of disemployment associated with

layoffs than closures in higher populated areas.
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Corollary Hypothesis 3D

Regardless of size of area of location, a greater

proportion of disemployment will exist among older

manufacturing plants than older plants' proportion of

total manufacturing firms. Hypothesis 3.D. is in two

parts; the first tests the null hypothesis H^: Pj^ = p^ and
the research hypothesis H^^: p^^ > p^, where p^ represents
the population proportion of manufacturing disemployment

in older plants located in higher populated places and Pq

equals the specified proportion of the proportion of the

state's firms that are old.

Values needed to calculate the z test statistic

include:

X = 17625 Po = .733

n = 34282 ÆI o
II .267

P = .514 z = -71.55

where x = number of disemployed workers in older plants

located in higher populated areas and n = total

manufacturing disemployment in plants located in higher

populated areas.

Due to the fact that the value of z (-71.55) is not

within the critical region of z > 1.6A5, the null

hypothesis is accepted and the research hypothesis is

rejected. At the .05 level of significance it is

concluded that there is not more disemployment in older

populated manufacturing plants located in higher populated
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areas than the number of factories in higher populated

areas.

The second part of this hypothesis tests the

hypotheses Hq: = Pq and : p^ > p^ where p^^ is the
population proportion of disemployment from older

manufacturing plants located in less populated areas and

pQ represents the specified proportion of North Carolina's
manufacturing plants that are old.

Data needed to calculate the z-score are:

X = 23391 Pq = .733
n = 42804 = .267

p = .546 z = -104.67

where x = number of disemployed workers in older plants

located in less populated areas and n = total

manufacturing disemployment in plants located in less

populated areas.

The value of the test statistic (-104.67) is not in

the critical region (z > 1.645), so, Hq is accepted and
rejected. At the .05 level of significance there is not

more disemployment in older manufacturing plants located

in less populated areas than the proportion of factories

in less populated areas.

In summation, it was concluded that there is not more

disemployment in older manufacturing plants located in

higher or lower populated areas than the proportion of

factories in either of those areas.
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Corollary Hypothesis 3E

Regardless of size of area of location, a greater

proportion of disemployment will exist among labor

intensive manufacturing plants than labor intensive

plants' proportion of total manufacturing firms. The

final hypothesis is in two parts; the first hypothesis

test the null hypothesis H^: = Pq and the research
hypothesis ; p^ > p^ where p^ represents the population
proportion of labor intensive disemployment from plants

located in higher populated counties and p^ equals the
specified proportion of North Carolina's manufacturing

plants that are labor intensive.

The test statistic (z) requires the following

empirical data:

X = 17030 Po
= .390

n = 34282 ^^O
= .610

P = .497 z = 38.91

where x = number of disemployed workers in labor intensive

plants located in higher populated areas and n = total

manufacturing disemployment in plants located in higher

populated areas.

Z, 38.91, is within the critical region of z > 1.645,

thus, the null hypothesis is rejected and the research

hypothesis is accepted. It is deduced that at .05 level

of significance, in higher populated areas, a greater

proportion of disemployment exist among labor intensive
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manufacturing plants than labor intensive plants'

proportion of total manufacturing factories.

The equations for the second part of this hypothesis

are given in (Al-1) and (Al-2) where p^ is the population
proportion of labor intensive disemployment from plants

located in less populated areas and p^ is the specified
proportion of North Carolina's manufacturing plants that

are labor intensive.

The values needed for the calculation of the test

statistic include:

X = 24141 Pq = .475
n = 42804 = .525

p = .564 z = 38.86

where x = number of disemployed workers in labor intensive

plants located in less populated areas and n = total

manufacturing disemployment in plants located in less

populated areas.

The value of z (38.86) is within the critical region,

z > 1.645, therefore the null hypothesis is rejected and

the research hypothesis is accepted. Conclusions are

reached that at .05 level of significance, among plants

located in less populated areas, a greater proportion of

disemployment exists among labor intensive manufacturing

plants than labor intensive plants' proportion of total

manufacturing factories.
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In summation, regardless of size of area of location,

a greater proportion of disemployment exists among labor

intensive manufacturing plants than labor intensive

plants' proportion of total manufacturing factories.



APPENDIX 2
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Table 18

North Carolina Labor Intensive Industries

SIC

Payroll
For All

Employees

(Millions)

Value

Added By

Manufacture

(Millions)

Labor Payroll

as a

Percent of

Value Added

Labor

Intensiv

**

20 632.2 1930.1 32.8

21 516.4 4234.6 12.2

22 2579.7 4979.6 51.8 **

23 697.3 1384.2 50.4 **

2A 382.0 738.5 51.7 **

25 869.6 1728.7 50.3 **

26 423.6 1050.9 40.3

27 295.3 662.5 44.6

28 704.5 2598.6 27.1

29 8.1 28.2 28.7

30 438.8 1141.8 38.4

31 57.6 118.9 48.4

32 252.4 565.4 44.6

33 138.2 372.4 37.1

34 463.8 1094.5 42.4

35 831.2 2042.1 40.7

36 1002.2 2547.3 39.3

37 243.7 594.0 41.0

38 173.4 510.5 34.0

39 96.8 187.1 51.7 **

SOURCE: Compiled from data gathered from the 1982 North
Carolina Census of Manufacturing. Washington, D.C.:
United States Government Printing Office, 1982.
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Table 19

Industry Descriptions For Two-Digit SIC Codes

SIC Code Description

20 Food and kindred products
21 Tobacco products
22 Textile mill products
23 Apparel and other textile products
24 Lumber and wood products

25 Furniture and fixtures

26 Paper and allied products
27 Printing and publishing
28 Chemicals and allied products
29 Petroleum and coal products
30 Rubber and plastics products
31 Leather and leather products
32 Stone, clay and glass products
33 Primary metal industries
34 Fabricated metal products
35 Machinery, except electrical
36 Electric and electronic equipment
37 Transportation equipment

38 Instrxaments and related products
39 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries

SOURCE : United States Bureau of the Census, 1982 North

Carolina Census of Manufacturers. Washington, D.C.: United
States Government Printing Office, 1982.
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Table 20

Percentage of Employment by SIC Group

Percent of total
Sic group manufacturing employment

22 TEXTILES 30.0
23 APPAREL 10.7
25 FURNITURE 9.9
36 Electrical Machinery 6.7
35 Nonelectrical Machinery 6.0
20 Food 5.4
28 Chemicals 4.8
24 LUMBER AND WOOD 4.3
29 Petrolevim and Coal 3.3
34 Fabricated Metals 3.2
30 Rubber and Plastics 3.1 ÿc

21 Tobacco 3.0
26 Paper 2.6
27 Printing 2.5
32 Stone, Clay, & Glass 2.1 *

37 Transportation Equipment 1.7 *

38 Instruments 1.1 *

39 MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING 1.0 *

33 Primary Metals 0.8 *

31 Leather 0.5 *

NOTE: Percentage of total Manufacturing is for 1980
except for those marked by which are 1978 values.
Those industries listed in all CAPS are labor intensive
industries.

SOURCE: 1978 and 1980 Survey of Manufacturers and Charles
T. Ziehr, Poster paper presented to the Association of
American Geographers, Detroit, Michigan.



Figur* 2

NORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES
1. ALAMANCE 21 . CHOWAN 41 .

2 . ALEXANDER 22 . CLAY 42 .

3 . ALLEGHANY 23 . CLEVELAND 43 .

4 . ANSON 24 . COLUMBUS 44 .

5 . ASHE 25 . CRAVEN 45 .

6 . AVERY 26 . CUMBERLAND 46 .

7 . BEAUFORT 27 . CURRITUCK 47 .

8 . BERTIE 28 . DARE 48 .

9 . BLADEN 29 . DAVIDSON 49 .

10 . BRUNSWICK 30 . DAVIE 50 .

11 . BUNCOMBE 31 . DUPLIN 51 .

12 . BURKE 32 . DURHAM 52 .

13 . CABARRUS 33 . EDGECOMBE 53 .

14 . CALDWELL 34 . FORSYTH 54 .

15 . CAMDEN 35 . FRANKLIN 55 .

16 . CARTERET 36 . GASTON 56 .

17 . CASWELL 37 . GATES 57 .

18 . CATAWBA 38 . GRAHAM 58 .

19 . CHATHAM 39 . GRANVILLE 59 .

20 . CHEROKEE 40 . GREENE 60 .

GUILFORD
HALIFAX
HARNETT
HAYWOOD
HENDERSON
HERTFORD
HOKE
HYDE
IREDELL
JACKSON
JOHNSTON
JONES
LEE
LENOIR
LINCOLN
MACON
MADISON
MARTIN

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

MECKLENBURG 77
MITCHELL 78

MONTGOMERY
MOORE
MCDOWELL
NASH
NEW HANOVER
NORTHAMPTON
ONSLOW
ORANGE
PAMLICO
PASQUOTANK
PENDER
PERQUIMANS
PERSON
PITT
POLK
RANDOLPH
RICHMOND
ROBESON

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

ROCKINGHAM
ROWAN
RUTHERFORD
SAMPSON
SCOTLAND
STANLY
STOKES
SURRY
SWAIN
TRANSYLVANIA
TYRRELL
UNION
VANCE
WAKE
WARREN
WASHINGTON
WATAUGA
WAYNE
WILKES
WILSON
YADKIN
YANCEY
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Figure 3

1980 North Carolina SMSA's
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Table 21

1980 North Carolina Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas

SMSA Counties

Asheville Buncombe
Madison

Burlington Alamance
Charlotte - Gastonia Gaston

Mecklenburg
Union

Fayetteville Cumberland
Greensboro - Winston Salem - Davidson

High Point Forsyth
Guilford

Randolph
Stokes
Yadkin

Hickory Alexander
Catawba

Jacksonville Onslow
Norfolk - Virginia Beach -

Portsmouth
Currituck

Raleigh - Durham Durham

Orange
Wake

Salisbury - Concord Cabarrus
Rowan

Wilmington Brunswick
New Hanover

SOURCE : 1984 North Carolina State Government Statistical
Abstract, North Carolina State Data
State Budget and Management.

Center, Office of


